
Dear Chief 22 

Chapter 22: Woman, You’re So Bold! 

 

Gu Qiqi laughed coldly. 

It turned out that these people had framed her up like this in her previous life. 

What bitter words. What ugly faces! 

“One day, I’ll tear away your hypocritical skin, and let you have a taste of your own sins. You’ll feel so 

much misery that you’d think you’re better off dead. Wait and see.” 

She spat these words out lightly. 

Then, she put away the scalpel indifferently and looked at the man lying on the bed once more. 

The man was extremely good-looking. 

It was a pity that he had lost too much blood and his face was too pale. 

Gu Qiqi touched her chin. “Sick and beautiful man, you should thank me for saving your life! Otherwise, 

you will definitely die within seven days. However, you don’t have to be too grateful to me. After all, 

only if you continue to live will I stand a chance at living!” 

She covered the man with his blanket, pushed open the door, and left. 

She didn’t notice that the pale man on the hospital bed had moved his finger. 

After that, he opened his long and narrow phoenix-shaped eyes! 

His deep gaze was on Gu Qiqi’s petite back as she disappeared outside the door. 

“Woman, you’re so bold!” 

Gu Qiqi didn’t know that she was noticed. 

Once she stepped out, she handed the bodyguard a small brown medicine bottle. “Give this to your 

chairman. Three times a day. Don’t skip it. He will definitely wake up within seven days.” 

The bodyguard frowned and felt that this nurse was simply too bold. Was she ordering him? 

However, before he could say anything, Gu Qiqi left in a hurry. 

Gu Qiqi jogged all the way. 

Using her familiarity with the hospital’s topography, she escaped the sight of Gu Qiushan and the rest. 

In the Obstetrics and Gynecology Examination Room on the second floor. 

As she was familiar with it, she quickly found what Xiao Ning needed—a pregnancy test kit. 

After thinking for a while, she took two pregnancy kits. 



That mysterious man who bullied her on the operating table that night had left behind something bad in 

her body. 

She had been locked for three days straight, and she didn’t have the chance to take any medicine. She 

didn’t know if the bull’s eye had been struck or not. 

With the pregnancy kits in her hand, she ran downstairs and called up Xiao Ning. “Little Lemon, I’ve 

found the thing that you need. Are you at home?” 

A suppressed “Yes… oh…” could be heard over the phone. 

There were also thumping sounds. 
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Gu Qiqi became puzzled. 

She was about to probe further when a strong force suddenly stopped her in her tracks. 

Her arm was hurting badly. 

“Young Lady Qiqi, I’m sorry to have offended you.” 

The white-haired Special Assistant Lu was full of apologies. 

Gu Qiqi glared at the wrist that was handcuffed by Special Assistant Lu and said mockingly, “You have 

already offended me.” 

Special Assistant Lu coughed twice in embarrassment. 

He had no idea why, but this Young Lady Qiqi was obviously a girl who had just graduated from high 

school. However, he felt that when she was angry, her presence didn’t seem to be weaker than Gong 

Jue at all. 

“I’m sorry, Young Lady Qiqi. Please return to the research base with me.” 

“How did you know I was here? Weren’t you planning to return only after seven days?” She frowned 

and asked. 

Even if they had discovered her escape, that domineering man with erectile dysfunction wouldn’t 

possibly fly back from thousands of miles away just to settle scores with her, right? 

Special Assistant Lu looked even more embarrassed. 

He didn’t know how to answer Gu Qiqi. 

Could it be that he had to say the truth? 

Could he say that when Gong Jue—who was in the northern mountain range thousands of miles away—

heard that she had knocked out the bodyguards and escaped… 

He immediately became enraged and quickly ordered the engineers to repair the damaged technical 

systems in the laboratory before taking a plane back here? 



The first orders that Gong Jue gave when he returned was to order her capture and to have her brought 

over into his home! 

Special Assistant Lu didn’t dare to answer so carelessly. If he did, then wouldn’t that seem that Master 

Jue was giving this young lass, too much special care? 

Wouldn’t that further inflate the ego of this little girl? 

Just when Special Assistant Lu was mumbling, Zhu Fen walked over smugly from the other end of the 

corridor. “I was the one who snitched on you. Why?” 

“So, it turned out that you didn’t serve the big shot well and escaped from that big shot today?” 

“You still have the cheek to be smug in front of us in school? Are you afraid now?” 

It was a coincidence that after Zhu Fen was beaten at school, she bumped into Special Assistant Lu, who 

came to the school to look for Gu Qiqi. A single look was enough to conclude that this man was 

extraordinary. 

Zhu Fen instantly guessed that Gu Qiqi must have done something wrong. 

At this moment, Gu Xuexue walked over as well. 

She couldn’t be bothered to hide her gloating expression. “Sister, even if you were to sell yourself, you 

must have some professional ethics, right? What’s the meaning of running away after selling yourself?” 

Gu Qiqi’s eyes turned cold. 

Selling herself? 

Damn! 

This Gu Xuexue was describing her as a prostitute! 

 


